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Connectivity of Heterogeneous Wireless Networks

Wei Ren, Qing Zhao∗, Ananthram Swami

Abstract

We address the connectivity of large-scale ad hoc heterogeneous wireless networks, where secondary

users exploit channels temporarily unused by primary usersand the existence of a communication link

between two secondary users depends on not only the distancebetween them but also the transmitting

and receiving activities of nearby primary users. We introduce the concept ofconnectivity regiondefined

as the set of density pairs — the density of secondary users and the density of primary transmitters

— under which the secondary network is connected. Using theories and techniques from continuum

percolation, we analytically characterize the connectivity region of the secondary network and reveal

the tradeoff between proximity (the number of neighbors) and the occurrence of spectrum opportunities.

Specifically, we establish three basic properties of the connectivity region – contiguity, monotonicity of

the boundary, and uniqueness of the infinite connected component, where the uniqueness implies the

occurrence of a phase transition phenomenon in terms of the almost sure existence of either zero or

one infinite connected component; we identify and analyze two critical densities which jointly specify

the profile as well as an outer bound on the connectivity region; we study the impacts of secondary

users’ transmission power on the connectivity region and the conditional average degree of a secondary

user, and demonstrate that matching the interference ranges of the primary and the secondary networks

maximizes the tolerance of the secondary network to the primary traffic load. Furthermore, we establish

a necessary condition and a sufficient condition for connectivity, which lead to an outer bound and an

inner bound on the connectivity region.
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densities, continuum percolation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The communication infrastructure is becoming increasingly heterogeneous, with a dynamic

composition of interdependent, interactive, and hierarchical network components with different

priorities and service requirements. One example is the cognitive radio technology [1] for

opportunistic spectrum access which adopts a hierarchicalstructure for resource sharing [2].

Specifically, a secondary network is overlaid with a primarynetwork, where secondary users

identify and exploit temporarily and locally unused channels without causing unacceptable

interference to primary users [2].

A. Connectivity and Connectivity Region

While the connectivity of homogeneous ad hoc networks consisting of peer users has been

well studied (see, for example, [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]), little is known about the connectivity

of heterogeneous networks. The problem is fundamentally different from its counterpart in

homogeneous networks. In particular, the connectivity of the low-priority network component

depends on the characteristics (traffic pattern/load, topology, interference tolerance, etc.) of the

high-priority component, thus creating a much more diverseand complex design space.

Using theories and techniques from continuum percolation,we analytically characterize the

connectivity of the secondary network in a large-scale ad hoc heterogeneous network. Specifi-

cally, we consider a Poisson distributed secondary networkoverlaid with a Poisson distributed

primary network in an infinite two-dimensional Euclidean space1. We definenetwork connectivity

as the existence of an infinite connected component almost surely (a.s.),i.e., the occurrence of

percolation. We say that the secondary network is strongly connected when it contains aunique

infinite connected component a.s.

Due to the hierarchical structure of spectrum sharing, a communication link exists between

two secondary users if the following two conditions hold: (C1) they are within each other’s

transmission range; (C2) they see a spectrum opportunity determined by the transmitting and

receiving activities of nearby primary users (see Sec. II-B1). Thus, given the transmission power

1This infinite network model is equivalent in distribution tothe limit of a sequence of finite networks with a fixed density

as the area of the network increases to infinity,i.e., the so-calledextended network[11]. It follows from the arguments similar

to the ones used in [12, Chapter 3] for homogeneous ad hoc networks that this infinite ad hoc heterogeneous network model

represents the limiting behavior of large-scale networks.
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and the interference tolerance of both the primary and the secondary users, the connectivity of

the secondary network depends on the density of secondary users (due to (C1)) and the traffic

load of primary users (due to (C2)).

We thus introduce the concept ofconnectivity regionC, defined as the set of density pairs

(λS, λPT ) under which the secondary network is connected, whereλS denotes the density of the

secondary users andλPT the density of primary transmitters (representing the traffic load of the

primary users). As illustrated in Fig. 1, a secondary network with a density pair(λS, λPT ) inside

this region is connected: the secondary network has a giant connected component which includes

infinite secondary users. The existence of the giant connected component enables bidirectional

communications between distant secondary users via multihop relaying. On the other hand, a

secondary network with a density pair(λS, λPT ) outside this region is not connected: the network

is separated into an infinite number offinite connected components. Consequently, any secondary

user can only communicate with users within a limited range.
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Fig. 1. The connectivity regionC (the upper boundaryλ∗
PT (λS) is defined as the supremum density of the primary transmitters

to ensure connectivity with afixeddensity of the secondary users; the critical densityλ∗
S of the secondary users is defined as the

infimum density of the secondary users to ensure connectivity under apositivedensity of the primary transmitters; the critical

densityλ∗
PT of the primary transmitters the supremum density of the primary transmitters to ensure connectivity with afinite

density of the secondary users).

The objective of this paper is to establish analytical characterizations of the connectivity region

and to study the impact of system design parameters (in particular, the transmission power of the
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secondary users) on the network connectivity. Main resultsare summarized in the subsequent

two subsections.

B. Analytical Characterizations of the Connectivity Region

We first establish three basic properties of the connectivity region: contiguity, monotonicity

of the boundary, and uniqueness of the infinite connected component. Specifically, based on a

coupling argument, we show that the connectivity region is acontiguous area bounded below

by theλS-axis and bounded above by a monotonically increasing function λ∗
PT (λS) (see Fig. 1),

where the upper boundaryλ∗
PT (λS) is defined as

λ∗
PT (λS)

∆
= sup{λPT : G(λS, λPT ) is connected.},

with G(λS, λPT ) denoting the secondary network of densityλS overlaid with a primary network

specified by the densityλPT of the primary transmitters. The uniqueness of the infinite connected

component is established based on the ergodic theory and certain combinatorial results. It shows

that once the secondary network is connected, it is stronglyconnected.

Second, we identify and analyze two critical parameters of the connectivity region:λ∗
S and

λ∗
PT . They jointly specify the profile as well as an outer bound on the connectivity region.

Referred to as the critical density of the secondary users,λ∗
S is the infimum density of the

secondary users to ensure connectivity under a positive density of the primary transmitters:

λ∗
S

∆
= inf{λS : ∃λPT > 0 s.t.G(λS, λPT ) is connected}.

We show thatλ∗
S equals the critical densityλc of a homogeneousad hoc network (i.e., in the

absence of primary users), which has been well studied [13].This result shows that the “takeoff”

point in the connectivity region is completely determined by the effect of proximity—the number

of neighbors (nodes within the transmission range of a secondary user).

Referred to as the critical density of the primary transmitters,λ∗
PT is the supremum density

of the primary transmitters to ensure the connectivity of the secondary network with a finite

density of the secondary users:

λ∗
PT

∆
= sup{λPT : ∃λS < ∞ s.t.G(λS, λPT ) is connected}.

We obtain an upper bound onλ∗
PT which is shown to be achievable in simulations. More

importantly, this result shows that when the density of the primary transmitters is higher than
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the (finite) value given by this upper bound, the secondary network cannot be connected no matter

how dense it is. This parameterλ∗
PT thus characterizes the impact of opportunity occurrence on

the connectivity of the secondary network: when the densityof the primary transmitters is beyond

a certain level, there are simply not enough spectrum opportunities for any secondary network

to be connected.

Since a precise characterization of the upper boundaryλ∗
PT (λS) of the connectivity region is

intractable, we establish a necessary and a sufficient condition for connectivity to provide an

outer and an inner bound on the connectivity region. The necessary condition is expressed in the

form of the conditional average degree of a secondary user, and is derived by the construction of

a branching process. The sufficient condition is obtained bythe discretization of the continuum

percolation model into a dependent site percolation model.
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Fig. 2. Simulated connectivity regions for two different transmission powers (ptx denotes the transmission power of the

secondary users, and the largeptx is 3α times the smallptx, whereα is the path-loss exponent).

C. Impact of Transmission Power on Connectivity: Proximityvs. Opportunity

The study on the impact of the secondary users’ transmissionpower on the network con-

nectivity reveals an interesting tradeoff between proximity and opportunity in the design of
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heterogeneous networks. As illustrated in Fig. 2, we show that increasingptx enlarges the

connectivity regionC in the λS-axis (i.e., better proximity leads to a smaller “takeoff” point),

but at the price of reducingC in the λPT -axis. Specifically, with a largeptx, few secondary

users experience spectrum opportunities due to their largeinterference range with respect to the

primary users. This leads to a poor tolerance to the primary traffic load parameterized byλPT .

The transmission powerptx of the secondary network should thus be chosen according to

the operating point of the heterogeneous network given by the density of the secondary users

and the traffic load of the co-existing primary users. Using the tolerance to the primary traffic

load as the performance measure, we show that the interference rangerI of the secondary users

should be equal to the interference rangeRI of the primary users in order to maximize the upper

bound on the critical densityλ∗
PT of the primary transmitters. Given the interference tolerance

of the primary and secondary users, we can then design the optimal transmission powerptx of

the secondary users based on that of the primary users.

D. Related Work

To our best knowledge, the connectivity of large-scale ad hoc heterogeneous networks has

not been characterized analytically or experimentally in the literature. There are a number of

classic results on the connectivity of homogeneous ad hoc networks. For example, it has been

shown that to ensure either1-connectivity (there exists a path between any pair of nodes) [5, 6]

or k-connectivity (there exist at leastk node-disjoint paths between any pair of nodes) [8], the

average number of neighbors of each node must increase with the network size. On the other

hand, to maintain a weaker connectivity – p-connectivity (i.e., the probability that any pair of

nodes is connected is at leastp), the average number of neighbors is only required to be above

a certain ‘magic number’ which does not depend on the networksize [7].

The theory of continuum percolation has been used by Dousseet al. in analyzing the con-

nectivity of a homogeneous ad hoc network under the worst case mutual interference [3, 4].

In [9, 10], the connectivity and the transmission delay in a homogeneous ad hoc network with

statically or dynamically on-off links are investigated from a percolation-based perspective.

The optimal power control in heterogeneous networks has been studied in [14], which focuses

on a single pair of secondary users in a Poisson network of primary users. The impacts of sec-

ondary users’ transmission power on the occurrence of spectrum opportunities and the reliability
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of opportunity detection are analytically characterized.

E. Organization and Notations

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II presents the Poisson model of the

heterogeneous network. In particular, the conditions for the existence a communication link in

the secondary network is specified based on a rigorous definition of spectrum opportunity. In

Sec. III, we introduce the concept of connectivity region and establish its three basic properties.

The two critical densities are analyzed, followed by a necessary and a sufficient condition for

connectivity. In Sec. IV, we demonstrate the tradeoff between proximity and opportunity by

studying the impacts of the secondary users’ transmission power on the connectivity region and

on the conditional degree of a secondary user. The optimal transmission power of the secondary

users is obtained under the performance measure of the secondary network’s tolerance to the

primary traffic load. Sec V contains the detailed proofs of the main results, and Sec. VI concludes

the paper.

Throughout the paper, we use capital letters for parametersof the primary users and lowercase

letters for the secondary users.

II. NETWORK MODEL

We consider a Poisson distributed secondary network overlaid with a Poisson distributed

primary network in an infinite two-dimensional Euclidean space. The models of the primary and

secondary networks are specified in the following two subsections.

A. The Primary Network

The primary transmitters are distributed according to a two-dimensional Poisson point process

with density λPT . To each primary transmitter, its receiver is uniformly distributed within

its transmission rangeRp. Here we have assumed that all primary transmitters use the same

transmission power and the transmitted signals undergo an isotropic path loss. Based on the

displacement theorem [15, Chapter 5], it is easy to see that the primary receivers form a two-

dimensional Poisson point process with densityλPT . Note that the two Poisson processes formed

by the primary transmitters and receivers are correlated.
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B. The Secondary Network

The secondary users are distributed according to a two-dimensional Poisson point process

with densityλS, independent of the Poisson processes of the primary transmitters and receivers.

The transmission range of the secondary users is denoted byrp.

1) Communication Links:In contrast to the case in a homogeneous network, the existence of

a communication link between two secondary users depends onnot only the distance between

them but also the availability of the communication channel(i.e., the presence of a spectrum

opportunity). The latter is determined by the transmittingand receiving activities in the primary

network as described below.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, there exists an opportunity fromA, the secondary transmitter, toB, the

secondary receiver, if the transmission fromA does not interfere with nearbyprimary receivers

in the solid circle, and the reception atB is not affected by nearbyprimary transmittersin the

dashed circle [16]. Referred to as the interference range ofthe secondary users, the radiusrI

of the solid circle atA depends on the transmission power ofA and the interference tolerance

of the primary receivers, whereas the radiusRI of the dashed circle (the interference range of

the primary users) depends on the transmission power of the primary users and the interference

tolerance ofB.
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Fig. 3. Definition of spectrum opportunity.

It is clear from the above discussion that spectrum opportunities depend on both transmitting
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and receiving activities of the primary users. Furthermore, spectrum opportunities areasymmetric.

Specifically, a channel that is an opportunity whenA is the transmitter andB the receiver may

not be an opportunity whenB is the transmitter andA the receiver. In other words, there

exist unidirectional communication links in the secondarynetwork. Since unidirectional links

are difficult to utilize in wireless networks [17], we only consider bidirectional links in the

secondary network when we define connectivity. As a consequence, when we determine whether

there exists a communication link between two secondary users, we need to check the existence

of spectrum opportunities in both directions.

To summarize, under the disk signal propagation and interference model, there is a (bidirec-

tional) link betweenA and B if and only if (C1) the distance betweenA and B is at most

rp; (C2) there exists a bidirectional spectrum opportunity betweenA and B, i .e., there are

no primary transmitters within distanceRI of eitherA or B and no primary receivers within

distancerI of eitherA or B.

2) Connectivity: We interpret the connectivity of the secondary network in the percolation

sense: the secondary network is connected if there exists aninfinite connected component a.s.

Based on the above conditions (C1, C2) for the existence of a communication link, we can

obtain an undirected random graphG(λS, λPT ) corresponding to the secondary network, which is

determined by three Poisson point processes: the secondaryusers with densityλS, the primary

transmitters with densityλPT , and the primary receivers with densityλPT (correlated to the

process of the primary transmitters)2. See Fig. 4 for an illustration ofG(λS, λPT ).

The question we aim to answer in this paper is the connectivity of the secondary network,

i.e., the percolation inG(λS, λPT ).

III. A NALYTICAL CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THECONNECTIVITY REGION

Given the transmission power and the interference tolerance of both the primary and the

secondary users (i .e., Rp, RI , rp, andrI are fixed), the connectivity of the secondary network

2The two Poisson point processes of the primary transmittersand receivers are essentially a snap shot of the realizations of the

primary transmitters and receivers. In different time slots, different sets of primary users become active transmitters/receivers.

Thus, even if a secondary user is isolated at one time due to the absence of spectrum opportunities, it may experience an

opportunity at a different time and be connected to other secondary users.
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Fig. 4. A realization of the heterogeneous network. The random graphG(λS, λPT ) consists of all the secondary nodes and

all the bidirectional links denoted by solid lines. The solid circles with radiiRI denote the interference regions of the primary

transmitters within which secondary users can not successfully receive, and the dashed circles with radiirI denote the required

protection regions for the primary receivers within which the secondary users should refrain from transmitting.

is determined by the densityλS of the secondary users and the densityλPT of the primary trans-

mitters. We thus introduce the concept of connectivity region C of a secondary network, which

is defined as the set of density pairs(λS, λPT ) under which the secondary networkG(λS, λPT )

is connected (see Fig. 1).

C ∆
= {(λS, λPT ) : G(λS, λPT ) is connected.}.

A. Basic Properties of the Connectivity Region

We establish in Theorem 1 below three basic properties of theconnectivity region.

Theorem 1: Basic Properties of the Connectivity Region.

T1.1 The connectivity regionC is contiguous, that is, for any two points(λS1, λPT1), (λS2, λPT2) ∈
C, there exists a continuous path inC connecting the two points.

T1.2 The lower boundary of the connectivity regionC is the λS-axis. Letλ∗
PT (λS) denote the

upper boundary of the connectivity regionC, i.e.,

λ∗
PT (λS)

∆
= sup{λPT : G(λS, λPT ) is connected.},

then we have thatλ∗
PT (λS) is monotonically increasing withλS.
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T1.3 There exists either zero or one infinite connected component inG(λS, λPT ) a.s.

Proof: The proofs of T1.1 and T1.2 are based on the coupling argument, a technique

frequently used in continuum percolation [13, Section 2.2]. The proof of T1.3 is based on the

ergodicity of the random model driven by the three Poisson point processes of the primary

transmitters, the primary receivers, and the secondary users (the concept of ergodicity of a

random model is reviewed in Sec. V-A5). The details of the proofs are given in Sec. V-B.

T1.1 and T1.2 specify the basic structure of the connectivity region, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

T1.3 implies the occurrence of a phase transition phenomenon, that is, there exists either a unique

infinite connected component a.s. or no infinite connected component a.s. This uniqueness of the

infinite connected component establishes the strong connectivity of the secondary network: once

it is connected, it is strongly connected. It excludes the undesirable possibility of having more

than one (maybe infinite) infinite connected component in thesecondary network. We point out

that such a property is not always present in wireless networks. Two examples where more than

one infinite connected component exists in a homogeneous ad hoc network can be found in [18].

B. Critical Densities

In this subsection, we study the critical densityλ∗
S of the secondary users and the critical

densityλ∗
PT of the primary transmitters. Recall that

λ∗
S

∆
= inf{λS : ∃λPT > 0 s.t.G(λS, λPT ) is connected},

λ∗
PT

∆
= sup{λPT : ∃λS < ∞ s.t. G(λS, λPT ) is connected}.

We have the following theorem.

Theorem 2: Critical Densities.

GivenRp, RI , rp, andrI , we have

T2.1 λ∗
S = λc(rp), whereλc(rp) is the critical density for a homogeneous ad hoc network with

transmission rangerp (i.e., in the absence of the primary network).

T2.2 λ∗
PT ≤ λc(1)

4max{R2
I
,r2

I
}−r2p

, where the constantλc(1) is the critical density for a homogeneous

ad hoc network with a unit transmission range.

Proof: The basic idea of the proof of T2.1 is to approximate the secondary network

G(λS, λPT ) by a discrete edge-percolation model on the grid. This discretization technique is
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often used to convert a continuum percolation model to a discrete site/edge percolation model

(see, for example, [13, Chapter 3], [4]). The details of the proof are given in Sec. V-C1.

The proof of T2.2 is based on the argument that if there is an infinite connected component in

the secondary network, then an infinite vacant component must exist in the two Poisson Boolean

models driven by the primary transmitters and the primary receivers, respectively. The key point

is to carefully choose the radii of the two Poisson Boolean models in order to obtain a valid

upper bound onλ∗
PT . The details of the proof can be found in Sec. V-C2.
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Fig. 5. A realization of the Poisson heterogeneous network when the percolation occurs (black stars denote primary transmitters,

green plus signs denote primary receivers, red dots denote secondary users, and blue segments denote the bidirectionallinks

between secondary users). We have removed secondary users who do not see opportunities for clarity. The simulation parameters

are given byλPT = 10km−2, Rp = 50m, RI = 80m, λS = 650km−2, rp = 50m, rI = 80m, and the critical density in this

case isλc(50) ≈ 576km−2 .

Fig. 5 shows one realization of the Poisson heterogeneous network whenλS is slightly larger

thanλc(rp) andλPT is small. At least one left-to-right (L-R) crossing and at least one top-to-

bottom (T-B) crossing can be found in the square network. It is thus expected that these L-R and

T-B crossings in finite square regions can form an infinite connected component in the whole
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network onR2. If we slightly increaseλPT , then we observe from Fig. 6 that the reduction in

spectrum opportunities eliminates considerable communication links in the secondary network,

creating several disjoint small components.
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Fig. 6. A realization of the Poisson heterogeneous network when the percolation does not occur (black stars denote

primary transmitters, green plus signs denote primary receivers, red dots denote secondary users, and blue segments denote

the bidirectional links between secondary users). We have removed secondary users who do not see opportunities for clarity.

The simulation parameters are given byλPT = 20km−2, Rp = 50m, RI = 80m, λS = 650km−2, rp = 50m, rI = 80m, and

the critical density in this case isλc(50) ≈ 576km−2.

Fig. 7 shows a simulation example of the connectivity region, where the upper bound on the

critical densityλ∗
PT of the primary transmitters given in T2.2 appears to be achievable.

C. A Necessary Condition for Connectivity

In this subsection, we establish a necessary condition for connectivity which is given in terms

of the average conditional degree of a secondary user. This condition agrees with our intuition:

the secondary network cannot be connected if the degree of every secondary user is small.
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Fig. 7. Simulated connectivity regions whenrp = 150m, rI = 240m, Rp = 100m, andRI = 120m. The blue dashed line is

the upper bound λc(1)

4max{R2

I
,r2

I
}−r2p

on the critical densityλ∗
PT of primary transmitters given in T2.2. The area of the simulated

heterogeneous network is2000m×2000m. For a fixed densityλS of the secondary users, the upper boundaryλ∗
PT (λS) is equal

to the minimum density of the primary transmitters such thatover all the1000 realizations, the percentage of the ones in which

there exists at least one L-R crossing is below50%. The intuitive reason for choosing the existence of an L-R crossing as the

criterion for connectivity is illustrated in Fig. 5-6.

Let I(A, d, rx/tx) denote the event that there exists primary receivers/transmitters within dis-

tanced of a secondary userA. Let I(A, d, rx/tx) denote the complement ofI(A, d, rx/tx). Since a

secondary user is isolated if it does not see a spectrum opportunity, we focus on secondary users

who experience spectrum opportunities and define the conditional average degreeµ of such a

secondary userA as

µ = E[deg(A)| I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)], (1)

wheredeg(A) denotes the degree ofA, rI the interference range of the secondary users, and

RI the interference range of the primary users. Notice that thedegree ofA is the number of

secondary users within the transmission range ofA and experiencing opportunities. We arrive

at the following necessary condition for connectivity.

Theorem 3:A necessary condition for the connectivity ofG(λS, λPT ) is µ > 1, whereµ is

the conditional average degree of a secondary user defined in(1).
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Proof: The basic idea is to construct a branching process, where theconditional average

degreeµ is the average number of offspring. This branching process provides an upper bound on

the number of secondary users in a connected component. Ifµ ≤ 1, then the branching process

is finite a.s. It thus follows that there is no infinite connected component a.s. inG(λS, λPT ).

Details can be found in Sec. V-D.

To apply the necessary condition given in Theorem 3, the conditional average degreeµ

of a secondary userA needs to be evaluated based on the network parameters. LetB be a

secondary user randomly and uniformly distributed within the transmission rangerp of A. Let

g(λPT , rp, rI , Rp, RI) denote the probability of a bidirectional opportunity betweenA and B

conditioned on the event thatA sees an opportunity. Based on the statistical equivalence and

independence of different points in a Poisson point process, the conditional average degreeµ of

a secondary userA is given by this conditional probabilityg(·) of a bidirectional opportunity

betweenA and a randomly chosen neighbor multiplied by the average number of neighbors of

A, i.e.,

µ =
(

λSπr
2
p

)

· g(λPT , rp, rI , Rp, RI). (2)

The detailed derivation for(2) and the expression forg(·) are given in Appendix A. It is also

shown in Appendix A thatg(·) is a strictly decreasing function ofλPT . Thusg−1(·), the inverse

of g(·) with respect toλPT , is well-defined.

Combining (2) with Theorem 3, we obtain an outer bound on the connectivity region. Specif-

ically, let µ(λS, λPT ) denote the conditional average degree of a secondary user inG(λS, λPT ).

Then those density pairs(λS, λPT ) satisfyingµ(λS, λPT ) ≤ 1 are outside the connectivity region.

Corollary 1: GivenRp, RI , rp, andrI , an outer bound on the connectivity regionC is given

by

λPT = g−1

(

1

λSπr2p

)

,

whereg−1(·) is the inverse of the conditional probabilityg(·) with respect toλPT .

D. A Sufficient Condition for Connectivity

In this subsection, we establish a sufficient condition for connectivity, which provides an inner

bound on the connectivity region and a criterion for checking whether a secondary network is

connected.
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Fig. 8. An illustration of the dependent site-percolation modelL with side lengthd (solid dots denote sites, solid lines denote

edges connecting every two sites, and dashed lines denote the squared partition).

The sufficient condition for connectivity is established byusing the discretization technique.

The continuum percolation model is mapped onto a dependent site-percolation modelL in the

following way. As illustrated in Fig. 8, we partitionR2 into (dashed) squares with side length

d and locate a site at the center of each square. Sites whose associated dashed squares share at

least one common point are considered connected (as illustrated by solid lines in Fig. 8). Thus

each site is connected to eight neighbors3 (see the eight neighborsO1,...,O8 of siteO in Fig. 8).

Let BO be the associated dashed square ofO, thenO is occupied if there exists inBO at least

one secondary user who sees an opportunity.

Since the largest distance between two points in two neighboring dashed squares is2
√
2d,

it follows that if we setd = rp
2
√
2
, then for every pair of secondary users in two neighboring

3For the commonly used square site-percolation model, each site has four neighbors. The site-percolation model constructed

here can provide a better inner bound.
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dashed squares, they are within the transmission rangerp of each other. Based on the definitions

of occupied site inL and communication link in the secondary network, we conclude that the

existence of an infinite occupied component (a connected component consisting of only occupied

sites) inL implies the existence of an infinite connected component in the secondary network.

Due to the fact that spectrum opportunities are spatially dependent, the state of one site is

correlated with the states of its adjacent sites. Thus, the above site-percolation modelL is a

dependent model. Define the dependence rangek as the minimum distance such that the state

of any two sites at distanced > k are independent, where the distance between two sites is the

minimum number of neighboring sites that must be traversed from one site to the other. Then

the dependence range ofL is given by

k =

⌈

8max
{

RI +
rp
4
, rI +

rp
4

}

rp

⌉

− 1. (3)

Let pc denote the upper critical probability ofL which is defined as the minimum occupied

probability p∗ such that if the occupied probabilityp > p∗, an infinite occupied component

containing the origin exists inL with a positive probability (wpp.). Since the dependence range

k of L is finite, it follows from Theorem 2.3.1 [12] thatpc < 1. Now we present the sufficient

condition for connectivity in the following theorem.

Theorem 4:Let pc denote the upper critical probability of the dependent site-percolation model

L specified above. Define

I(r, Rp, rI) = 2

∫ r

0

t
SI(t, Rp, rI)

πR2
p

dt, (4)

whereSI(t, Rp, rI) is the common area of two circles with radiiRp andrI and centeredt apart.

Then the secondary network is connected if
[

1− exp

(

−
λSr

2
p

8

)]

exp
{

−λPTπ
[

R2
I + r2I − I (RI , Rp, rI)

]}

> pc.

Proof: The proof is based on the ergodicity of the heterogeneous network model and

its relation with the constructed dependent site-percolation modelL. Details can be found in

Sec. V-E.

By applying a general upper bound on the upper critical probability pc for a site-percolation

model with finite dependence range [12, Theorem 2.3.1], we arrive at the following corollary.
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Corollary 2: A sufficient condition for the connectivity ofG(λS, λPT ) is

λPT <
1

π [R2
I + r2I − I(RI , Rp, rI)]

ln
1− exp

(

−λSr
2
p

8

)

1−
(

1
3

)(2k+1)2
,

whereI(RI , Rp, rI) is defined in (4) andk is the dependence range of the site-percolation model

defined in (3).

IV. I MPACT OF TRANSMISSION POWER: PROXIMITY VS . OPPORTUNITY

In this section, we study the impact of the secondary users’ transmission power on the

connectivity and the conditional average degree of the secondary network. As has been illustrated

in Fig. 2, there exists a tradeoff between proximity and opportunity in designing the secondary

users’ transmission power for connectivity. Specifically,increasing the transmission power of the

secondary users leads to a smaller critical densityλ∗
S of the secondary users, but at the same

time, a lower tolerance to the primary traffic load manifested by a smaller critical densityλ∗
PT

of the primary transmitters.

A. Impact on the Conditional Average Degree

As discussed in Sec. III-C, the expression for the conditional average degreeµ can be

decomposed into the product of two terms:λSπr
2
p andg(λPT , rp, rI , Rp, RI). The first term is the

average number of neighbors of a secondary user, which increases with the transmission power

ptx of the secondary users (i.e.,enhanced proximity). The other termg(λPT , rp, rI , Rp, RI) is the

conditional probability of a bidirectional opportunity, which decreases withptx due to reduced

spectrum opportunities. This tension between proximity and opportunity is illustrated in Fig. 9,

where we observe that the impact ofptx on proximity dominates whenptx is small (µ increases

with ptx) while its impact on the occurrence of opportunities dominates whenptx is large (µ

decreases withptx).

Corollary 3: Let ptx be the transmission power of secondary users andµ the conditional

average degree defined in (1), then under the disk signal propagation and interference model we

have4

µ = O
(

(ptx)
−2/α

)

asptx → ∞,

4Here we use the Big O notation:f(x) = O(g(x)) asx → ∞ if and only if ∃ M > 0, x0 > 0 such that|f(x)| ≤ M |g(x)|
for all x > x0.
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whereα is the path-loss exponent.

Proof: We show this corollary by deriving an upper bound on the conditional average degree

µ. Details can be found in Appendix B.

For a homogeneous network, the average degree of a user isλπr2p, which increases withptx

at rate(ptx)
2/α. In sharp contrast, this corollary tells us that for a heterogeneous network, when

ptx is large enough, the conditional average degreeµ of a secondary user actuallydecreases

with ptx at least as fast as(ptx)
−2/α.
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Fig. 9. Conditional average degreeµ of secondary users vs transmission rangerp of secondary users (rp ∝ (ptx)
1

α , where

ptx is the transmission power of secondary users andα is the path-loss exponent, and simulation parameters are given by

λPT = 2.5km−2, Rp = 200m, RI = 250m, λS = 25km−2, rI = rp/0.8).

B. Impact on the Connectivity Region

From the scaling relation of the critical density [13, Proposition 2.11], we know that in a

homogeneous two-dimensional network,

λc(rp) = λc(1) (rp)
−2 ∝ (ptx)

− 2
α ,

where the constantλc(1) is the critical density for a homogeneous ad hoc network witha

unit transmission range. Thus, if each secondary user adopts a high transmission power, then
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λc(rp) reduces. It follows from T2.1 that the critical densityλ∗
S of secondary users to achieve

connectivity reduces due to the enhanced proximity.

On the other hand, from the upper bound on the critical density λ∗
PT of the primary transmitters

given in T2.2, we have that

λ∗
PT = O

(

(ptx)
−2/α

)

asptx → ∞,

where we have assumed thatrp = βrI for someβ ∈ (0, 1) under the disk signal propagation

and interference model5. Thus, when the transmission powerptx of the secondary network is

large enough, the critical densityλ∗
PT of the primary transmitters decreases withptx at least as

fast as(ptx)
−2/α due to reduced spectrum opportunities.

C. Optimal Design of Transmission Power

Due to the tension between proximity and opportunity, theredoes not exist a transmission

power of the secondary users that leads to the “largest” connectivity region (largest in the sense

that its connectivity region contains all regions achievable with any finite transmission power

ptx of the secondary users). Thus, the optimal design ofptx depends on the operating point of

the heterogeneous network. For instance, when a sparse secondary network is overlaid with a

primary network with low traffic load, a largeptx may be desirable to achieve connectivity. The

opposite holds when a dense secondary network is overlaid with a primary network with high

traffic load.

Focusing on a sufficiently dense secondary network, we address the design of its transmission

power for the maximum tolerance to the primary traffic. Due toits tractability and achievability

indicated by simulation examples (see Fig. 7), the upper bound on the critical densityλ∗
PT of

the primary transmitters given in T2.2 is used as the performance measure.

Theorem 5:Let rI andRI denote the interference range of the secondary and the primary

users, respectively. For a fixedRI , the upper bound onλ∗
PT given in T2.2 is maximized when

the primary and secondary networks have matching interference ranges:rI = RI .

5Since the minimum received signal power required for successful reception is, in general, higher than the maximum allowable

received interference power , the transmission rangerp is smaller than the interference rangerI , i.e., β < 1.
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Proof: Since under the disk signal propagation and interference model, rp = βrI for some

β ∈ (0, 1), the upper bound onλ∗
PT can be written as

λ∗
PT ≤







λc(1)

4R2
I
−β2r2

I

for rI ≤ RI ,
λc(1)

(4−β2)r2
I

for rI > RI .

Then the above theorem can be readily shown by finding the maximal point for the two cases:

rI ≤ RI andrI > RI .

An example of the upper bound onλ∗
PT is plotted as a function ofrI in Fig. 10. Notice that

there is a distinct difference in the slope on the two sides ofthe optimal point. As a consequence,

the operating region ofrI < RI is preferred over that ofrI > RI when the optimal pointrI = RI

cannot be achieved. We point out that the desired operating region of rI < RI is the typical

case of a secondary network coexisting with a privileged primary network.
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Fig. 10. An example of the upper bound onλ∗
PT as a function ofrI (Parameters are given byRI = 120m, rp = 0.625rI ).

V. PROOFS

In this section, we present proofs of the main results presented in Sec. III-IV. We start with

a brief overview of several basic results in percolation andergodic theory that will be used in

the proofs.
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A. Percolation and Ergodic Theory

1) Poisson Boolean Model:Poisson Boolean model is a common model in continuum perco-

lation [13]. Often referred to asB(X, ρ, λ), the model is specified by two elements: a Poisson

point processX on R
d with densityλ and a radius random variableρ with a given distribution.

Under this model, each point inX is the center of a circle inRd with a random radius distributed

according to the distribution ofρ. Radii associated with different points are independent, and

they are also independent of points inX. Under a Poisson Boolean model, the whole space is

partitioned into two regions: the occupied region, which isthe region covered by at least one

ball, and the vacant region, which is the complement of the occupied region. We define occupied

(vacant) components as those connected components in the occupied (vacant) region.

Assume that nodes in a homogeneous ad hoc network form a Poisson point process with

densityλ and their transmission range isr. It is easy to see that the connectivity of this network

can be studied through examining the occupied connected components in the corresponding

Poisson Boolean modelB(X, r/2, λ).

2) Sharp Transition in Two Dimensions:Phase transition is a well-known phenomenon in

percolation. For the Poisson Boolean model in two dimensions, this phenomenon appears more

remarkable in the sense that the critical density for the a.s. existence of infinite occupied

components is equal to that for the a.s. existence of infinitevacant components. Letλc(2ρ)

denote the critical density for the Poisson Boolean modelB(X, ρ, λ), then we have that

� whenλ < λc(2ρ), there is no infinite occupied component a.s. and there is a unique infinite

vacant component a.s.;

� whenλ > λc(2ρ), there is a unique infinite occupied component a.s. and thereis no infinite

vacant component a.s.

The exact value ofλc is not known. For a deterministic radiusρ, simulation results [19] indicate

that λc(2ρ) ≈ 0.36ρ−2, while rigorous bounds0.192ρ−2 < λc(2ρ) < 0.843ρ−2 are provided

in [13, 20].

3) Crossing Probabilities:A continuous curve in the occupied region is called an occupied

path. An occupied pathγ is an occupied L-R crossing of the rectangle{0 ≤ x ≤ l1}×{0 ≤ y ≤
l2} if γ intersects with both the left and the right boundaries of therectangle,i.e., γ ∩ ({x =

0} × {0 ≤ y ≤ l2}) 6= φ, γ ∩ ({x = l1} × {0 ≤ y ≤ l2}) 6= φ, and the segment between the two
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intersecting points is fully contained in the rectangle (see Fig. 11(a)). Similarly, we define an

occupied T-B crossing by requiring thatγ intersects with the top and bottom boundaries of the

rectangle (see Fig. 11(b)). Let

σ((l1, l2), λ, L-R) = Pr{∃ an occupied L-R crossing of[0, l1]× [0, l2]},

σ((l1, l2), λ, T-B) = Pr{∃ an occupied T-B crossing of[0, l1]× [0, l2]},

denote the two crossing probabilities in the rectangle[0, l1]× [0, l2]. Then for a Poisson Boolean

modelB(X, ρ, λ) in two dimensions with a.s. boundedρ, we have [13, Corollary 4.1] that for

any k ≥ 1,

lim
n→∞

σ((kn, n), λ, L-R) =







1, if λ > λc(2ρ);

0, if λ < λc(2ρ).
(5)

Due to the symmetry of the Poisson Boolean model, similar results hold for the T-B crossing

probabilityσ((n, kn), λ, T-B).
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Fig. 11. An illustration of the L-R crossing (a) and the T-B crossing (b) in a rectangle{0 ≤ x ≤ l1} × {0 ≤ y ≤ l2}.

4) Dependent Edge-Percolation Model:Let L be a square lattice onR2 with side lengthd

(see Fig. 12). In an edge-percolation model, every site inL is occupied but every edge inL
exists with some probabilityp. An existing edge is often referred to as an open edge, and an
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edge that is not open is called closed. When the states (open/closed) of edges are correlated, we

have a dependent edge percolation model.
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the proof of T2.1. Since distinct edges inL are crossed by distinct edges inL+ and vice versa, there is a one-to-one mapping

from the edges ofL to the edges ofL+. In this case, we claim an edge inL+ being open if and only if its corresponding edge

(i .e., the edge that it crosses) inL is open.

Consider a special case of dependent edge-percolation model L where the state of an edge

e is only correlated with its six adjacent edges (edges that share a common point withe). We

have the following known result.

Fact 1: [4, Proposition 1]

For any collection{ei}ni=1 of n distinct edges inL, we have

Pr{(C1 = 0) ∩ (C2 = 0) ∩ · · · ∩ (Cn = 0)} ≤ q
n
4 ,

whereCi is the indicator ofei being open,, andq = 1 − p is the probability of an edge being

closed.

5) Ergodic Theory:The study object of ergodic theory is the so-called measure-preserving

(m.p.) dynamical system(Ω, F, µ, T ), which consists of a setΩ, a σ-algebraF of measurable

subsets ofΩ, a nonnegative measureµ on (Ω, F), and an invertible m.p. transformationT : Ω →
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Ω such thatµ(T−1F ) = µ(F ) for all F ∈ F. A setF ∈ F is said to be T-invariant ifT−1F = F .

Obviously, all T-invariant sets inF form a σ-algebra.

An m.p. dynamical system(Ω, F, µ, T ) is said to be ergodic if theσ-algebra of T-invariant

sets is trivial,i.e., for any invariant set, either it has measure zero or its complement has measure

zero. Another property of the m.p. dynamical system that implies ergodicity is called mixing:

an m.p. dynamical system(Ω, F, µ, T ) is said to be mixing if for allE, F ∈ F, µ(T nE ∩
F )− µ(E)µ(F ) → 0 asn → ∞. For a m.p. dynamical system which is a product of two m.p.

dynamical systems, we have the following classical result in ergodic theory.

Fact 2: [22, Theorem 2.6.1]

The product system of a mixing m.p. dynamical system and an ergodic m.p. dynamic system is

ergodic, that is, for a mixing(Ω, F, µ, T ) and an ergodic(Ψ, L, ν, S), the product system

(Ω×Ψ, F × L, µ× ν, T × S) is ergodic, whereF × L is theσ-algebra onΩ×Ψ generated

by subsets of the formF ×L (F ∈ F, L ∈ L) andµ× ν is the corresponding product measure.

The concepts of ergodicity and mixing can also be defined for arandom model under a

probability space(Ω,F, µ), where the m.p. transformationT is replaced by a transformation

group{Sx : x ∈ R
d or Zd} indexed byRd or Zd. For a point process model, the transformation

Sx is usually to shift the realizationω ∈ Ω by x. A random model under a probability space

(Ω,F, µ) is said to be ergodic if there exists a transformation group{Sx : x ∈ R
d or Zd}

that acts ergodically on(Ω,F, µ). A transformation group{Sx : x ∈ R
d or Zd} is said to

act ergodically if theσ-algebra of events invariant under the whole group is trivial, i.e., any

invariant event has measure either zero or one. Moreover, a random model under a probability

space(Ω,F, µ) is said to be mixing if there exists a transformation group{Sx : x ∈ R
d or Zd}

such that for allE, F ∈ F, we haveµ(SxE ∩ F ) − µ(E)µ(F ) → 0 as |x| → ∞. One direct

consequence of an ergodic random model is presented as below.

Fact 3: For an ergodic random model(Ω,F, µ), if an eventE ∈ F invariant under the whole

transformation group{Sx : x ∈ R
d or Zd} occurs wpp.,i.e., µ(E) > 0, then it occurs a.s.,i.e.,

µ(E) = 1.

B. Proof of Theorem 1

1) Proof of T1.1:To prove T1.1, it suffices to show that for any two given points(λS1, λPT1)

and (λS2, λPT2) in C, we can find a path inC that connects these two points. In particular, the
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path we constructed is given by a horizontal segment and a vertical segment as shown in Fig. 13,

where we assume, without loss of generality, thatλS1 ≤ λS2.
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Fig. 13. The continuous path connecting the two points(λS1, λPT1) and (λS2, λPT2) in the connectivity regionC.

Consider case (a) in Fig. 13 whereλPT1 ≤ λPT2. Case (b) can be proven similarly. First

we show every point(λS, λPT1) (λS1 ≤ λS ≤ λS2) on the horizontal segment belongs toC.

Let λ′ = λS − λS1. A Poisson point processX with densityλS is statistically equivalent to

the superposition of a Poisson point processX1 with densityλS1 and an independent Poisson

point processX ′ with densityλ′. It follows that any realization of the heterogeneous network

with densitiesλS andλPT1 can be generated by adding more secondary nodes to a realization

of the heterogeneous network with densitiesλS1 and λPT1. Thus, the existence of an infinite

connected component inG(λS1, λPT1) implies the existence of an infinite connected component

in G(λS, λPT1). We thus have that(λS, λPT1) ∈ C for (λS1 ≤ λS ≤ λS2).

Now we know that the two end points(λS2, λPT1) and (λS2, λPT2) of the vertical segment

belong toC. For a point(λS2, λPT ) (λPT1 ≤ λPT ≤ λPT2) on the vertical segment, letλ′ =

λPT2 − λPT , then any realization of the heterogeneous network with densitiesλS2 andλPT can

be obtained by independently removing each primary transmitter-receiver pair with probability

λ′/λPT2 from a realization of the heterogeneous network with densitiesλS2 andλPT2. It follows

from the definition of communication link in the secondary network (see Sec. II-B1) that the

existence of an infinite connected component inG(λS2, λPT2) implies the existence of an infinite

connected component inG(λS, λPT ). Thus, we have(λS2, λPT ) ∈ C (λPT1 ≤ λPT ≤ λPT2).

2) Proof of Theorem 1.2:Suppose that(λS, λPT ) ∈ C (λPT > 0), then by using the coupling

argument for showing that the vertical segment belongs toC in the above proof of T1.1, we

conclude that(λS, 0) ∈ C, i.e., theλS-axis is the lower boundary ofC.
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Suppose thatλS2 > λS1 > 0. In order to prove the monotonicity ofλ∗
PT (λS) with λS it suffices

to show that∀ λPT ≥ 0, if (λS1, λPT ) ∈ C then(λS2, λPT ) ∈ C. This is a direct consequence of

the coupling argument for showing that the horizontal segment belongs toC in the above proof

of T1.1.

3) Proof of Theorem 1.3:We first establish the ergodicity of the heterogeneous network

model.

Lemma 1:The heterogeneous network model is ergodic.

Proof of Lemma 1: The proof of this lemma is inspired by the proof of the ergodicity of

Poisson Boolean model [13, Proposition 2.8]. The difficultyhere is that for the heterogeneous

network model, we have two correlated Poisson point processes: the primary transmitters and

the primary receivers. The definition of the shift transformation for the primary network model

is thus more complicated than the standard Poisson Boolean model with a deterministic radius

ρ. To prove Lemma 1, we first show the ergodicity of the primary network model, and then we

show the mixing property of the secondary network model. Since the primary network model

is independent of the secondary network model, it follows from Fact 2 that the heterogeneous

network model is ergodic.

Let Bd denote the Borelσ-algebra inRd, andN the set of all simple counting measures6 on

B
d. Construct aσ-algebraN for N generated by sets of the form

{n ∈ N : n(A) = k},

whereA ∈ Bd and k is an integer. A point processX can now be defined as a measurable

mapping from a probability space(Ω, F, P ) into (N, N) [21, Chapter 7]. The measureµ on

N induced byX is defined asµ(G) = P (X−1(G)), for all G ∈ N.

In order to define the shift transformation onΩ, it is convenient to identify(Ω, F) with

(N, N). Let ω(A) denote the number of points inA ∈ Bd, ∀ ω ∈ Ω, and Tx be the shift

according to a vectorx ∈ R
d. ThenTx induces a shift transformationSx : Ω → Ω through the

equation for everyA ∈ Bd,

(Sxω)(A) = ω(T−1
x A). (6)

6A simple counting measure onBd is an integer-valued measure for which the measures of bounded Borel sets are all finite

and the measure of a point is at most 1.
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Let (ΩPT , FPT , PPT ) be the probability space of the Poisson point processXPT for the

primary transmitters with densityλPT . Let ΩPR be the product space
∏

n∈N
∏

z∈Z2 CRp
for the

primary receivers, whereCRp
= {(x, y) : x2 + y2 ≤ Rp}. Then we equipΩPR with the usual

productσ-algebra and product measurePPR with all marginal probability measure beingµU ,

whereµU is a uniform probability measure onCRp
. Finally, we setΩP = ΩPT ×ΩPR and equip

ΩP with the product measurePP = PPT × PPR and the usual productσ-algebra. It follows

that the primary network model is a measurable mapping fromΩP into NPT ×ΩPR defined by

(ωPT , ωPR) → (XPT (ωPT ), ωPR), whereNPT is specified in the definition of the point process.

The positions of the primary transmitters corresponding to(ωPT , ωPR) ∈ ΩPT × ΩPR are

easily known fromωPT . For the primary receivers, the positions are obtained as follows. Consider

binary cubes

K(n, z) :=
2
∏

i=1

(zi2
−n, (zi + 1)2−n] for all n ∈ N andz ∈ Z

2.

For each primary transmitterxPT , there exists a unique smallest integern0 = n0(xPT ) such that

it is contained in a binary cubeK(n0, z(n0, xPT )) which contains no other primary transmitters.

The relative position ofxPT ’s receiver with respect toxPT is then given byωPR(n0, z(n0, xPT )).

Let e1, e2 denote the unit vectors inR2, then the translationTei : R
2 → R

2 (i = 1, 2) defined

by x → x+ ei induces a shift transformationUei on ΩPR through the equation

(UeiωPR)(n, z) = ωPR(n, z − 2nei), for i = 1, 2.

HenceTei also induces a shift transformatioñTei on ΩP = ΩPT × ΩPR as follows:

T̃ei(ωP ) = (SeiωPT , UeiωPR), for i = 1, 2,

whereSei is defined in (6). By using techniques similar to the proof of Boolean models [13,

Proposition 2.8], we have that the m.p. dynamical system(ΩP , FP , PP , T̃e1) is ergodic.

Since the transmission rangerp of secondary users is fixed, the probability space of the

secondary network model is the probability space(ΩS, FS, PS) for the Poisson point process

XS of secondary users with densityλS. It follows from the proof of Poisson point processes [13,

Proposition 2.6] that the m.p. dynamical system(ΩS , FS, PS, Se1) is mixing.

Since the primary network model is independent of the secondary network model, the sample

space of the heterogeneous network modelΩ can be written as the product ofΩP andΩS, i .e.,
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Ω = ΩP ×ΩS. We equipΩ with product measureP = PP ×PS and the usual productσ-algebra.

Similarly, the translationTei (i = 1, 2) induces a transformation̂Tei on Ω = ΩP × ΩS, which is

given by

T̂ei(ω) = (T̃eiωP , SeiωS).

Then it follows from Fact 2 that the product m.p. dynamical system(Ω, F, P, T̂e1) is ergodic.

Since theσ-algebra invariant under the transformation group{T̂z : z ∈ Z
2} is a subset of theσ-

algebra invariant under the transformationT̂e1, we conclude that{T̂z : z ∈ Z
2} acts ergodically,

i.e., the heterogeneous network model is ergodic.

Based on Lemma 1, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2:The number of infinite connected component inG(λS, λPT ) is a constant a.s., and

it can only take value from{0, 1, ∞}.

Proof of Lemma 2: Let K denote the (random) number of infinite connected components

in G(λS, λPT ), then since for allk ≥ 0, the event{K = k} is invariant under the group of shift

transformations, it follows from Lemma 1 and Fact 3 that the event occurs with probability0 or

1. Consequently, we have thatK is an a.s. constant. Then it suffices to exclude the possibility

of K ≥ 2. This is shown by contradiction, that is, if there existK ≥ 2 infinite connected

components, then they can be linked together as one connected component wpp. The proof is

inspired by the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [13], and a major difference is that here we need to

consider the impact of the primary network on the connectivity of the secondary network.

Suppose that there areK ≥ 2 infinite connected components a.s. If we remove all the

secondary nodes centered inside a boxB = [−n, n]2, then the resulting secondary network

should contain at leastK unbounded components a.s. Let, forA ⊆ R
2, G[A] denote the graph

formed by secondary nodes inA. Given a boxB and ǫ > 0, consider the event

E(B, ǫ) := {d(U,B) ≤ rp − ǫ for any infinite connected componentU in G[Bc]} .

Partition the boxB into squares with side lengtha > 0 and letSa = {S1, ..., SN} denote

the collection of all the squares which are adjacent to the boundary ofB. Clearly, for a boxB

and ǫ > 0, we can finda = a(B, ǫ) ∈ (0, rp/
√
5) and η = η(a) > 0 such that for any point

x /∈ B with d(x,B) ≤ rp − ǫ/2, there exists a squareS = S(x) ∈ Sa for which we have

supy∈S d(x, y) ≤ rp − η. This means that, if we center in each square ofSa a secondary node
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and there are neither primary transmitters nor primary receivers within a bigger boxB̄ = [−n−
max{rI , RI}, n+max{rI , RI}]2, then every infinite componentU in G[Bc] with d(U,B) ≤ rp−ǫ

is connected to some secondary node inSa.

Let E(a, η) be the event that each square inSa contains at least one secondary node and

E(B̄) the event that there are neither primary transmitters nor primary receivers withinB̄. Since

E(a, η) depends on the configuration of secondary nodes inside the box B, E(B, ǫ) depends on

the configuration of secondary nodes outsideB and the configuration of primary nodes, based

on the independence of the primary network and the secondarynetwork, we have

Pr(E(B, ǫ) ∩ E(a, η) ∩ E(B̄)) = Pr(E(B, ǫ))Pr(E(a, η))Pr(E(B̄)|E(B, ǫ)).

If E(B, ǫ), E(a, η) and E(B̄) all occur wpp., then there is only one infinite connected

component7 wpp. By using arguments similar to the proof for Proposition3.3 in [13], we have

that there exists a large enough boxB and ǫ > 0 such that Pr(E(B, ǫ)) > 0. Obviously,

Pr(E(a, η)) > 0. Moreover, it is easy to see thatP (E(B̄)|E(B, ǫ)) ≥ P (E(B̄)) > 0.

Now we have that the numberK of infinite connected components is equal to zero, one or

infinity a.s. To exclude the possibility ofK = ∞, we can directly apply the proof of Poisson

Boolean models [13, Theorem 3.6] here, which is based on several combinatorial results. The

details are omitted.

C. Proof of Theorem 2

1) Proof of T2.1: To prove T2.1, it suffices to show that

(a) for anyλS ≤ λc(rp), the secondary network is not connected for anyλPT ≥ 0;

(b) for anyλS > λc(rp), there exists aλ∗
PT (λS) > 0 such that∀ λPT ≤ λ∗

PT (λS), the secondary

network is connected.

From Sec. V-A, we know that for a Poisson homogeneous ad hoc network with densityλ

and transmission ranger, the necessary and sufficient condition for connectivity isλ > λc(r).

Since the existence of an infinite connected component in thesecondary network implies the

existence of an infinite connected component in the homogeneous ad hoc network with the same

density and the same transmission range, by using a couplingargument, we conclude that when

7Sincea < rp/
√
5, every secondary node in a square ofSa is connected to those secondary nodes in the neighboring squares.
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λS ≤ λc(rp), there does not exist an infinite connected component a.s. inthe secondary network

for any λPT ≥ 0. This proves part (a).

The basic idea of the proof of part (b) is to approximate the secondary networkG(λS, λPT ) by a

discrete dependent edge-percolation model on the grid. This discrete dependent edge-percolation

modelL is constructed in a way such that the existence of an infinite connected component in

L implies the existence of an infinite connected component inG(λS, λPT ).

Construct the square latticeL on R
2 with side lengthd (see Fig. 12). Note that each site in

L is virtual and is not related to any node either in the secondary network or in the primary

network. Next we specify the conditions for an edge being open in L, which is the key to the

mapping fromG(λS, λPT ) to L.

For each edgee in L, let (xe, ye) denote the middle point ofe. Then we introduce three

random fieldsAe, Be, andCe, all associated with the edgee in L, whereCe = AeBe is the

indicator of the edgee being open,Ae represents the condition (C1) of the distance between two

users for the existence of a communication link in the secondary network, andBe represents the

condition (C2) of the spectrum opportunity. Specifically, consider the Poisson Boolean model

B(XS, rp/2, λS) whereXS is the Poisson point process generated by secondary users, then for

a horizontal edgee, Ae = 1 if the following two events (illustrated in Fig. 14) are true:

(i) there is an occupied L-R crossing of the rectangle[xe−3d/4, xe+3d/4]×[ye−d/4, ye+d/4]

in B(XS, rp/2, λS);

(ii) there are two occupied T-B crossings of the square[xe−3d/4, xe−d/4]×[ye−d/4, ye+d/4]

and the square[xe + d/4, xe + 3d/4]× [ye − d/4, ye + d/4] in B(XS, rp/2, λS);

andAe = 0 otherwise. For a vertical edgee, the definition ofAe is similar, where the horizontal

and vertical coordinates are switched in the above two events.

Next we define the random fieldBe. For an edgee in L, Be = 1 if Ae = 1 and the following

two events are true:

(i) there is no primary transmitter within distanceRI of any secondary node of the three

crossings in the definition ofAe;

(ii) there is no primary receiver within distancerI of any secondary node of the three crossings

in the definition ofAe;

andBe = 0 otherwise. It follows from the definition of communication link in the secondary

network (see Sec. II-B1) that ifAe = 1 andBe = 1, then the three crossings inB(XS, rp/2, λS)
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Fig. 14. A realization whereAe = 1 for the edgee (hollow points are sites inL and solid segments are edges inL).

are also three crossings inG(λS, λPT ).

Let Ce = AeBe, then we claim that the edgee is open if Ce = 1, and e is closed if

Ce = 0. We observe from Fig. 14 that whether the edgee is open is correlated with the states

of the other edges. This modelL thus is a dependent edge-percolation model. Furthermore,

as shown in Fig. 15, if there exists an infinite open connectedcomponent inL, then those

crossings associated with the edges in the infinite component in L comprise an infinite connected

component inG(λS, λPT ). As a consequence, by considering the uniqueness of the infinite

connected component inG(λS, λPT ), we only need to prove the following lemma in order to

show T2.1.

Lemma 3:Let C(O) denote the open connected component containing the originO in L.

Then givenλS > λc(rp), ∃ D > 0, λ∗
PT > 0 such that ford = D and anyλPT ≤ λ∗

PT , we have

Pr{|C(O)| = ∞} > 0,

where|C(O)| is the number of edges inC(O).

Proof of Lemma 3: For an arbitrary edgee in L, let q = Pr{Ce = 0}, then we have

q = Pr{(Ae = 0) ∪ (Be = 0)} ≤ Pr{Ae = 0}+ Pr{Be = 0}.
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Fig. 15. Percolation inL (thick segments are open edges inL and thin segments are closed edges inL, and blue curves are

those crossings associated with the open edges).

From the result on the crossing probabilities given in (5), we know that whenλS > λc(rp),

Pr{Ae = 0} = Pr{at least one crossing does not exist}

≤
[

1− σ

((

3d

2
,
d

2

)

, λS, L-R

)]

+

[

1− σ

((

d

2
,
d

2

)

, λS, T-B

)]

+

[

1− σ

((

d

2
,
d

2

)

, λS, T-B

)]

→ 0 as d → ∞, i .e., lim
d→∞

Pr{Ae = 0} = 0.

Thus whenλS > λc(rp), ∀ǫ > 0, ∃ D > 0 such that Pr{Ae = 0} < ǫ
3
.

GivenAe = 1, let SRI
be the area of the region covered by the circles with radiiRI centered

at those secondary nodes in the three crossings, andSrI be the area of the region covered by

the circles with radiirI centered at those secondary nodes in the three crossings. Then we have

Pr{Be = 0 | Ae = 1} = Pr{∃ some primary transmitter inSRI
}

+Pr{∃ some primary receiver inSrI}.
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Since SRI
≤
(

3d
2
+ 2RI + rp

) (

d
2
+ 2RI + rp

)

and SrI ≤
(

3d
2
+ 2rI + rp

) (

d
2
+ 2rI + rp

)

, it

follows from the basic property of Poisson point processes that

Pr{Be = 0 | Ae = 1} ≤ 1− exp

[

−λPT

(

3d

2
+ 2RI + rp

)(

d

2
+ 2RI + rp

)]

+1− exp

[

−λPT

(

3d

2
+ 2rI + rp

)(

d

2
+ 2rI + rp

)]

.

Obviously, lim
λPT→0

Pr{Be = 0 | Ae = 1} = 0 for fixed d. Thus if we choosed = D, then∀ǫ > 0,

∃ λ∗
PT > 0 such that

Pr{Be = 0 | Ae = 1} <
ǫ

3
for all λPT ≤ λ∗

PT .

It implies that whend = D, for all λPT ≤ λ∗
PT ,

Pr{Be = 0} = Pr{Ae = 0}+ Pr{Be = 0 | Ae = 1}Pr{Ae = 1}

≤ Pr{Ae = 0}+ Pr{Be = 0 | Ae = 1}

<
2ǫ

3
.

Thus ford = D and allλPT ≤ λ∗
PT , we have

q ≤ Pr{Ae = 0}+ Pr{Be = 0} < ǫ. (7)

From Fig. 14, we can see that ifd ≥ max{4RI + 2rp, 4rI + 2rp}, then the state of edgee

is only correlated with its six adjacent edges and it is independent of other edges. In this case,

by using the ‘Peierls argument8’ [23, Chapter 1], we can show that if the probability of an edge

being closedq <
(

11−2
√
10

27

)4

, then

Pr{|C(O)| = ∞} > 0. (8)

The proof of the above statement follows the proof of Theorem3 in [3] except that the upper

bound on the probability ofn edges all being closed is replaced by the one given in Fact 1.

Thus by combining (8) with (7), we conclude that givenλS > λc(rp), ∃ D > 0, λ∗
PT > 0

such that for fixedd = max{D, 4RI + 2rp, 4rI + 2rp} and anyλPT ≤ λ∗
PT ,

Pr{|C(O)| = ∞} > 0.

Notice thatλ∗
PT depends onD which is chosen according to the crossing probability and is

determined byλS. As a consequence,λ∗
PT is a function ofλS, i .e., λ∗

PT = λ∗
PT (λS).

8The essence of ‘Peierls argument’ is to make use of the one-to-one correspondence between a finite open component in

latticeL containing the originO and a closed circuit in the dual latticeL+ of L surrounding the originO.
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2) Proof of T2.2: From the conditions for the existence of a communication link in the

secondary network specified in Sec. II-B1, we know that for every secondary node in an infinite

connected component, there can exist neither any primary transmitter within distanceRI of it

nor any primary receiver within distancerI of it. In other words, every secondary node in an

infinite connected component must be located outside all thecircles centered at the primary

transmitters and the primary receivers with radiiRI and rI , respectively. Thus, if there is an

infinite connected component in the secondary network, thenan infinite vacant component must

exist in the two Poisson Boolean modelsB(XPT , RPT , λPT ) andB(XPR, RPR, λPT ) driven

by the primary transmitters and the primary receivers, respectively. HereRPT andRPR are some

appropriate radii which will be specified later. A natural choice forRPT is RI , but if we consider

the counterexample given in Fig. 16, then we can clearly see that even if there is an infinite path

in the secondary network, no infinite vacant component exists in the Poisson Boolean model

B(XPT , RI , pλP ) driven by the primary transmitters. Similarly, counterexamples can be easily

constructed for choosingRPR = rI .

PSfrag replacements
RI

O · · · · · ·

· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·

· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·

Primary Transmitter
Secondary User

Fig. 16. A counterexample for choosingRPT = RI . All the secondary nodes in the infinite path are located outside those

circles centered at the primary transmitters with radiiRI , which form a series of rings surrounding the originO, and there is

no infinite vacant component in the Poisson Boolean modelB(XPT , RI , λPT ) driven by the primary transmitters.

Suppose there is an infinite connected component in the secondary network. Then we can

find a sequence of secondary users{S1, S2, S3, · · · } such that they comprise an infinite path

starting fromS1 (see Fig. 17).

Assume thatSi andSi+1 (i ≥ 1) are two adjacent secondary nodes in the above infinite path.
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Fig. 17. An infinite path in the secondary network. The dashedsegments form an inner bound on the infinite vacant component

in the Poisson Boolean model driven by the primary receivers.

Notice that the distancedi, i+1 betweenSi andSi+1 satisfiesdi, i+1 ≤ rp < rI , where the second

inequality rp < rI follows from the fact that the minimum transmission power for successful

reception is in general higher than the maximum allowable interference power.

As we know, all the primary receivers must be outside the two circles with radii rI cen-

tered atSi and Si+1, respectively, as shown in Fig. 18. Givenǫ > 0, consider the rectangle
[

−di,i+1

2
,

di,i+1

2

]

× [−ǫ, ǫ] betweenSi andSi+1. By a simple computation in geometry, we have

that the minimum distance from all the primary receivers to the rectangle is
√

r2I −
r2p
4
− ǫ. As

illustrated in Fig. 17, it implies that there exists an infinite vacant component in the Poisson

Boolean modelB
(

XPR,

√

r2I −
r2p
4
− ǫ, λPT

)

driven by the primary receivers9. By recalling

the known results in Sec. V-A2, we thus conclude that for allǫ > 0,

λPT ≤
(

2
√

r2I − r2p/4− ǫ
)−2

λc(1).

Let ǫ → 0, then it yields

λPT ≤ 1

4r2I − r2p
λc(1).

The other term 1
4R2

I
−r2p

λc(1) in the upper bound is obtained by applying the same argument

to the Poisson Boolean model driven by the primary transmitters.

D. Proof of Theorem 3

Consider the connected componentCA containing an arbitrarily chosen secondary userA.

Assuming that|CA| > 1, we construct a branching process as follows. Notice that if|CA| > 1

9This technique used here can also be applied to the case whenrp ≥ rI , where only the minimum distance from all the

primary receiver to the bar betweenSi andSi+1 needs to be recomputed.
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Fig. 18. One edge(Si, Si+1) in the infinite path.

where |CA| is the number of users contained inCA, then A must see the opportunity,i.e.,

I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx) is true. CallA the initial point (or0-th generation) of the branching

process. Then the children ofA (i.e., the1st generation of the branching process) are secondary

users which satisfy the following two conditions:

(i) it is within distancerp of A, whererp is the transmission range of secondary users;

(ii) there exist neither any primary receiver within distance rI of the secondary user nor any

primary transmitter within distanceRI of the secondary user.

The n-th (n ≥ 2) generation of the branching process are obtained similarly, and they are

connected to their parents in the(n−1)-th generation of the branching process via bidirectional

links. Obviously, all the secondary users inCA are counted in the constructed branching process

model. But some of them may probably be counted more than once, since we do not exclude the

previousn generations (including generation0) when we consider then-th generation. Thus, this

branching process gives us an upper bound on the number of secondary users inCA. It follows

that if the branching process does not grow to infinity wpp., then there does not exist an infinite

connected component a.s. inG(λS, λPT ), due to the stationarity of the heterogeneous network

model. Since the conditional average degreeµ is the average number of offspring for every

generation, the necessary condition follows immediately from the classic theorem for branching

processes [12, Theorem 2.1.1].
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E. Proof of Theorem 4

From the construction of the dependent site-percolation model L, we know that the existence

of an infinite occupied component inL implies the existence of an infinite connected component

in G(λS, λPT ). Then in order to obtain a sufficient condition for the connectivity of the secondary

network, it suffices to find a sufficient condition for the existence of an infinite occupied

component inL.

Let p be the probability that one site is occupied. Then based on the definition of the upper

critical probabilitypc of L, we have that ifp > pc, an infinite occupied component containing

the origin exists inL wpp. It implies that ifp > pc, there exists an infinite connected component

in the secondary network wpp. Since the event that there exists an infinite connected component

in the secondary network is invariant under the group of shift transformations, it follows from

the ergodicity of the heterogeneous network model (see Lemma 1) that if p > pc, there exists

an infinite connected component in the secondary network a.s.

Based on the definition of occupied site inL, we have

p = [1− exp(−λSd
2)]Pr

{

I (A, rI , rx) ∩ I (A,RI , tx)
}

=

[

1− exp

(

−
λSr

2
p

8

)]

exp
{

−λPTπ
[

R2
I + r2I − I(RI , Rp, rI)

]}

.

In the last step, Pr
{

I (A, rI , rx) ∩ I (A,RI , tx)
}

has been obtained by setting the distanced = 0

in the expression for the probability of a unidirectional opportunity between two secondary users

with distanced apart given in Proposition 1 in [14].

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We have studied the connectivity of a large-scale ad hoc heterogeneous wireless network in

terms of the occurrence of the percolation phenomenon. We have introduced the concept of

connectivity region to specify the dependency of connectivity on the density of the secondary

users and the traffic load of the primary users. We have shown several basic properties of

the connectivity region: the contiguity of the region, the monotonicity of the boundary, and

the uniqueness of the infinite connected component. We have analytically characterized the

critical density of the secondary users and the critical density of the primary transmitters; they

jointly specify the profile of the connectivity region. We have also established a necessary and a
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sufficient condition for connectivity, which give an outer and an inner bound, respectively, on the

connectivity region. Furthermore, by examining the impacts of the secondary users’ transmission

power on the connectivity region and on the conditional average degree of a secondary user,

we have demonstrated the tradeoff between proximity and spectrum opportunity. In establishing

these results, we have used techniques and theories in continuum percolation, including the

coupling argument, ergodic theory, the discretization technique, and the approximation using a

branching process.

To highlight unique design tradeoffs in heterogeneous networks, we have ignored the fading

effect and the mutual interference between secondary users. If we take into account these factors,

then the received signal to interference-plus-noise ratios at two secondary users will replace the

distance between them in the condition (C1) for the existence of a communication link between

them. This will result in a random connection model with correlated links, where the correlation

between links is due to the mutual interference and the condition (C2) on the presence of the

bidirectional opportunity. Although the connectivity region can still be defined in the same way,

there will be another tradeoff between proximity and mutualinterference besides the tradeoff

between proximity and opportunity. The combination of these two tradeoffs will significantly

complicate the characterization of the connectivity of thesecondary network. We hope results

obtained in this paper serve as a first step toward solving this more complex problem.
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APPENDIX A: EXPRESSION FORCONDITIONAL AVERAGE DEGREE

The expression for the conditional average degreeµ of a secondary user is presented in the

following proposition.

Proposition 1: Let λS andλPT be the density of secondary users and primary transmitters,

respectively. LetrI andRI be the interference range of the secondary and primary users, respec-

tively, andrp andRp the transmission range of the secondary and primary users, respectively.
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Then the conditional average degreeµ of a secondary user is given by

µ =
(

λSπr
2
p

)

· g(λPT , rp, rI , Rp, RI)

= λSπr
2
p

∫ rp

0

2t

r2p
exp

{

− λPT

[

π(r2I +R2
I + I(RI , Rp, rI))− SI(t, rI , rI)− SI(t, RI , RI)

−
∫∫

SU2(t,RI ,RI)

SI2(r, θ, Rp, t, rI)

πR2
p

rdrdθ
]

}

dt, (A1)

where

I(RI , Rp, rI) = 2

∫ RI

0

t
SI(t, Rp, rI)

πR2
p

dt,

SI(t, r1, r2) the common area of two circles with radiir1 and r2 and centeredt apart (see

Fig. 19(a)), andSU2(t, r1, r2) is the union of two circles with radiir1 and r2 and centeredt

apart (see Fig. 19(b)).SI2(r, θ, Rp, t, rI) is the intersection area between one circle with radius

Rp and the union of the two circles with both radiirI (see Fig. 19(c)). ForSI2(r, θ, Rp, t, rI),

the two identical circles are centeredt apart, and the other circle is centered at(r, θ), where the

middle point of the centers of the two identical circles is chosen to be the originO.

The expressions forI(RI , Rp, rI) andSI(t, r1, r2) can be obtained in explicit form, which can

be found in [14, Appendix A]. The expression forSI2(r, θ, Rp, t, rI) depends on the expression

for the common area of three circles which is tedious and is given in [24]. By applying the basic

property of the exponential function to (A1), we can easily show thatg(·) is a strictly decreasing

function of λPT .

Proof: Let KS(A) denote the event that there exist exactlyk neighbors of a secondary user

A. We thus have

µ = E[deg(A)| I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)]

= EK [E[deg(A)| I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx) ∩KS(A)]]

=

∞
∑

k=0

e−λSπr
2
p

(

λSπr
2
p

)k

k!
E[deg(A)| I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx) ∩KS(A)].

Whenk = 0, it is obvious thatdeg(A) = 0. Whenk > 0, let Bi be a neighbor ofA, and1Bi

an indicator function forBi such that1Bi = 1 if I(Bi, rI , rx)∩ I(Bi, RI , tx) occurs and1Bi = 0

otherwise. Then by considering the statistical independence and equivalence of thek secondary
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Fig. 19. An illustration ofSI(t, r1, r2) (the common area of two circles with radiir1 andr2 and centeredt apart),SU2(t, r1, r2)

(the union area of two circles with radiir1 andr2 and centeredt apart), andSI2(r, θ, Rp, t, rI) (the intersection area between

one circle with radiusRp and the union of the two identical circles with radiirI ).

users, we have

E[deg(A)| I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx) ∩KS(A)]

=
k
∑

i=1

E[1Bi| I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)]

= kE[1B1| I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)]

= kPr{I(B1, rI , rx) ∩ I(B1, RI , tx)| I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)}

= k
Pr{I(B1, rI , rx) ∩ I(B1, RI , tx) ∩ I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)}

Pr{I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)}
It follows that

µ = λSπr
2
p

Pr{I(B1, rI , rx) ∩ I(B1, RI , tx) ∩ I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)}
Pr{I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)}

. (A2)

According to the definition of spectrum opportunity, Pr{I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)} can be

obtained by setting the distanced = 0 in the expression for the probability of a unidirectional
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opportunity between two secondary users with distance d apart given in Proposition 1 in [14]:

Pr{I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)} = exp[−λPTπ(r
2
I +R2

I − I(RI , Rp, rI))]. (A3)

Next we derive the expression for the probability of a bidirectional opportunity,i.e.,Pr{I(B1, rI , rx)∩
I(B1, RI , tx)∩ I(A, rI , rx)∩ I(A,RI , tx)}, which depends on the location ofB1 only through its

distance toA. SinceB1 is uniformly distributed within distancerp of A, the density function of

the distancet betweenB1 andA is given by 2t
r2p

for 0 ≤ t ≤ rp. In this case, the probability of

a bidirectional opportunity can be written as

Pr{I(B1, rI , rx) ∩ I(B1, RI , tx) ∩ I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)}

=

∫ rp

0

2t

r2p
Pr{I(B1, rI , rx) ∩ I(B1, RI , tx) ∩ I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)| d(B1, A) = t}dt, (A4)

where the integrand can be written as

Pr{I(B1, rI , rx) ∩ I(B1, RI , tx) ∩ I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)| d(B1, A) = t}

= Pr{I(B1, RI , tx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)| I(B1, rI , rx) ∩ I(A, rI , rx) ∩ d(B1, A) = t}

Pr{I(B1, rI , rx) ∩ I(A, rI , rx)| d(B1, A) = t}. (A5)

Next, we compute the two probabilities in (A5) one by one. Since the primary receivers admit

a Poisson point process with densityλPT , we have

Pr{I(B1, rI , rx) ∩ I(A, rI , rx)| d(B1, A) = t} = exp[−λPT (2πr
2
I − SI(t, rI , rI))], (A6)

whereSI(t, rI , rI) is the common area of two circles with both radiirI and centeredt apart

(see Fig. 19(a)).

Let XPT denote the Poisson point process formed by primary transmitters. If we remove from

XPT primary transmitters whose receivers are within distancerI of B1 or A, then it follows

from Coloring Theorem [15, Chapter 5] that all the remainingprimary transmitters form another

Poisson point process with densityλPT

[

1− SI2(r,θ,Rp,t,rI)
πR2

p

]

, whereSI2(r, θ, Rp, t, rI) is the area

of the circle with radiusRp and centered at(r, θ) intersecting the two circles with both radiirI
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and centeredt apart (see Fig. 19(c)). We thus have

Pr{I(B1, RI , tx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)| I(B1, rI , rx) ∩ I(A, rI , rx) ∩ d(B1, A) = t}

= exp











−λPT

∫∫

SU2(t,RI ,RI)

[

1− SI2(r, θ, Rp, t, rI)

πR2
p

rdrdθ

]











= exp











−λPT






2πR2

I − SI(t, RI , RI)−
∫∫

SU2(t,RI ,RI)

SI2(r, θ, Rp, t, rI)

πR2
p

rdrdθ

















, (A7)

whereSU2(t, RI , RI) is the union of two circles with both radiiRI and centeredt apart (see

Fig. 19(b)).

Substitute (A6, A7) into (A5), we have

Pr{I(B1, rI , rx) ∩ I(B1, RI , tx) ∩ I(A, rI , rx) ∩ I(A,RI , tx)| d(B1, A) = t}

= exp

{

− λPT

[

2π(r2I +R2
I)− SI(t, rI , rI)− SI(t, RI , RI)

−
∫∫

SU2(t,RI ,RI)

SI2(r, θ, Rp, t, rI)

πR2
p

rdrdθ
]

}

. (A8)

The expression for the conditional average degreeµ thus follows by plugging (A8) into (A4)

and then (A3, A4) into (A2).

APPENDIX B: PROOF OFCOROLLARY 3

From [14, Appendix A] and Fig. 19(b, c), we know that whenrI ≥ Rp +RI ,

I(RI , Rp, rI) = R2
I , (B1)

∫∫

SU2(t,RI ,RI)

SI2(r, θ, Rp, t, rI)

πR2
p

rdrdθ = SU2(t, RI , RI) = 2πR2
I − SI(t, RI , RI). (B2)

Substitute (B1, B2) into (A1), we have

µ = λSπr
2
p

∫ rp

0

2t

r2p
exp[−λPT (πr

2
I − SI(t, rI , rI))]dt. (B3)

Plugging the expression forSI(t, rI , rI) [14, Appendix A] into (B3) yields

µ = λSπr
2
p

∫ rp

0

2t

r2p
exp

[

−λPT

(

πr2I − 2r2I arccos

(

t

2rI

)

+ t

√

r2I −
t2

4

)]

dt.
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By applying the inequalityarccos(x) ≤ π
2
− x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, we have

µ ≤ λSπr
2
p

∫ rp

0

2t

r2p
exp

{

−λPT

[

πr2I − 2r2I

(

π

2
− t

2rI

)

+ t

√

r2I −
t2

4

]}

dt

≤ λSπr
2
p

∫ rp

0

2t

r2p
exp(−λPT trI)dt

= λSπ

(

2

λ2
PTr

2
I

− 2

λ2
PTr

2
I

exp(−λPTβr
2
I )−

2β

λPT
exp(−λPTβr

2
I )

)

≤ 2λSπ

λ2
PT

(rI)
−2,

where we have assumed thatrp = βrI (0 < β < 1) under the disk signal propagation and

interference model. SincerI ∝ (ptx)
1/α, we arrive at Corollary 3.
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